We analyse e+e_™ try events using 100pb_1 of data collected by the L3 experiment during the 1991-1995 LEP runs at the Z pole. From the energy of the photons and their isolation from the tau decay products, we determine the anomalous magnetic and electric dipole moments of the tau to be, respectively: This is a direct measurement of these t form factors at q2 = 0. © 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 M. Acciarri et al.
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Introduction
In the Standard Model (SM), the electromagnetic interactions of each of the three charged leptons are identical. There is, however, no experimentally veri fied explanation for why there are three generations of leptons nor for why they have such differing masses. New insight might be forthcoming if the leptons were observed to have substructure, which could manifest itself in deviations from the SM values for the anomalous magnetic or electric dipole moments. The anomalous moments for the electron and muon have been measured with very high preci sion [1] compared to those of tau for which there are only upper limits [2] [3] [4] .
In general a photon may couple to a tau through its electric charge, magnetic dipole moment, or elec tric dipole moment. This coupling may be parametrised using a matrix element in which the usual gm is replaced by a more general Lorentz- where dT is the electric dipole moment. In the SM aT is non-zero due to loop diagrams and is predicted to be aTM = 0.001 177 3(3) [5, 6] . A non-zero value of dT is forbidden by both P invariance and T invari ance. Assuming CPT invariance, observation of a non-zero value of dT would imply CP violation.
The process eqe -™ g™ t+t-has been used to constrain F2 and F3 at q2 up to (37 GeV)2 [2] , and an indirect limit has been inferred from the width G(Z ™ t+ t-) [3] . The e ' e-™ t' t-g cross section has also been used to bound F2 and F3 [4] . Only this last method corresponds to a direct measurement at q2= 0.
In this article, we analyse data collected by the L3 detector [7] at LEP during the period 1991-1995. These data correspond to an integrated luminosity of 100 pb-1 with centre-of-mass energies no more than 400 MeV from the Z pole.
Anomalous electromagnetic moments would en hance the production of high energy isolated photons in eqe-™ TqT-g events, compared to the SM ini tial and final state radiation processes [8] [9] [10] . We therefore select such events and determine the anomalous moments from fits to the distributions of the photon energy and isolation angle, allowing for the SM backgrounds.
Selection ofe1 e ™ t 1 t (g) events
We first select e ' e-™ t + t-(g) events and then identify isolated photon candidates. In order to study the various selection criteria and the backgrounds, we use Monte Carlo samples of hadronic events from the JETSET Monte Carlo program [11] , twophoton events from DIAG36 [12] , Bhabha events from BHAGENE [13] , and mm(g) and TT(g) events from KORALZ [14] . All Monte Carlo events are passed through the GEANT-based L3 detector simu lation program [15] , and reconstructed using the same algorithms as for the data.
The selection is confined to the barrel region of the bismuth germanate (BGO) electromagnetic calorimeter, by requiring the event thrust axis be within |cosU| < 0.74 where U is the polar angle with respect to the incoming e-beam. Hadronic events are rejected by requiring low multiplicities of charged particle tracks and calorimetric energy clusters. Two-photon events are rejected by requiring that the event contains a total measured energy of more than 0.2yS and at least two jets with energies of more than 0.02yS, where a jet may in some cases consist of a single particle. Cosmic ray muons are rejected by requiring that scintillator hits are in-time with the beam crossing and that charged particle tracks point to the interaction region.
The total energy in the BGO is required to be less than 70 GeV. This 
Selection of photons ine 1 e ™ t 1 t ( g ) events
After application of the cuts described above, we next select events with photon candidates in the BGO barrel. A photon candidate comprises an en ergy cluster in the BGO with a narrow lateral profile and no track within 160 mrad. The background con sists of genuine photons from p0's produced in tau decays, fake photons from mis-identified t decay products, photon radiation from tau decay products, and a small contribution from Bhabha and dimuon events. Compared to the contribution due to anoma lous dipole moments, background photon candidates typically have lower energies, are less isolated from the decay products of the closer tau, and are backto-back with the decay products of the farther tau. Therefore, we require photon candidates to satisfy Eg> 3 GeV and (0.3 <Cg<P-0.3)rad, where Eg is the energy of the photon candidate and Cg is the angle between it and the closest calorimetric cluster with energy greater than 1 GeV or 10 GeV for BGO or HCAL clusters respectively. The minimum energy requirements on the closest cluster are chosen to be significantly higher than the expectations for a mini mum-ionising muon in order to reduce the residual e'e-™ m'm-(g) background. As discussed below, we have no model for multiple hard radiation includ ing the effects of anomalous dipole moments. There fore we reject events with more than one photon candidate passing all these selection criteria. Such events constitute about 3% of the sample.
Photon selection efficiency
The simulation and reconstruction of photons in the BGO allows for time-dependent inefficiencies and noise, the characteristics of which are deter mined on a crystal-by-crystal basis from both online and offline monitoring of the BGO performance. Ultimately, the photon reconstruction efficiency is verified using a sample of e'e-™ m'm-g events. Since the muon chamber efficiency is determined using predominantly non-radiative dimuon events, the mmg sample is sensitive to the photon recon struction efficiency with little systematic uncertainty from the muon reconstruction efficiency. To After applying the TTy selection criteria and the Bhabha weights described above, 1559 events re main in the data, which is consistent with the SM expectation of 1590 events. The dominant contribu tion to the rry sample is from initial and final state radiation in e+e_™ T+T_y events, with small con tributions from Bhabha events (2.3%), di-muon events (2.1%), misidentified tau decay products (1.0%). Contributions from other background sources are negligible.
Determination of at and dt
To model the effects of anomalous dipole mo ments, we use the TTG event generator program [9, 10] which calculates the matrix element, M(aT,dT), for the process e'e-™ t'T-g allowing for O(a) SM initial state radiation, final state radia tion with both SM and anomalous contributions, both photon and Z exchange, and all interference terms. The TTG calculation of M(0,0) is checked by com parison with the O(a) predictions of KORALZ. The shapes of the photon energy and angular distribu tions are in excellent agreement and the overall normalisation agrees to 0.1%. To check the calcula tion of anomalous effects we compare DMz = \M(aT,dT)\2 -\M(0,0)\2 from TTG to an approxi mate analytical calculation of DMz [8] using the same approximations in TTG as used in the analyti cal calculation. The anomalous contribution to the cross section agrees to better than 1% [9] and the shapes of the photon energy spectra are in good agreement for a wide range of at and dt values.
To allow for detector and reconstruction effects we begin with the fully simulated KORALZ e' e-™ t' t-g event sample which includes initial and final state bremsstrahlung corrections to O(a 2) including exclusive exponentiation. TTG is then used to deter mine a weight for each KORALZ event which de pends on the generated four-vectors of the taus and the photon and on the values of at and dt under consideration. Since 
where L is the likelihood function and CL is the desired confidence interval. Similar expressions are used for dt. Fig. 2 considering only statistical errors, are aT = 0.004 " 0.027, dT = (0.0 " 1.5) X 10_16e • cm. where the er rors refer to the 68.3% confidence interval. These two results are not independent, although the absence of interference terms for dT does provide some dis tinguishing power between the effects of aT and those of dT [9] .
Systematic errors
The systematic errors include contributions from a number of sources as described below in order of decreasing importance. The quoted errors correspond to the aT measurement; errors for dT are similar.
• Event selection cuts
To estimate the systematic error associated with the choice of selection cuts, all cuts associated with background rejection and photon selection are moved above and below their nominal values, and the resulting distributions are fitted. Wide variations in the cuts associated with Bhabha and dimuon background rejection have little effect, while variation of photon selection cuts, in partic ular those associated with the photon shower profile and the BGO energy of the cluster nearest the photon, produce the largest effects on the fit result. These sources contribute 0.013 to the fit error.
• Normalisation of the Tt(g) sample We take the combined statistical and systematic error of 1.4% on sTT to be the uncertainty on the normalisation of the TTg event sample, due to the Tt(g) selection procedure. This contributes 0.011 to the error.
• Photon reconstruction
We take the uncertainty on the photon reconstruc tion efficiency to be 1.3% as determined from the study of the eqe-™ m + m-g event sample. This is conservative since some effects are covered by the variation of the selection cuts, and contributes 0.010 to the error.
• 
• Modelling of the process e qe ~ ™ t ' t -g
The inclusion of the mmg normalisation error as a systematic error in the photon reconstruction effi ciency allows for possible systematic uncertain ties in the KORALZ description of SM photon radiation. The TTG calculation of ^(0,0) agrees with the O( a ) predictions of KORALZ to within 0.1%. The TTG calculation of \M(at,dt)\2 agrees, for the same approximations, with the analytical calculation [8] to better than 1% [9] . Variation of the TTG predictions within these uncertainties causes a negligible change in the fit results.
• Multiple photon radiation As previously discussed, the weighting procedure used to simulate the effects of anomalous mo ments affects only the weights of events with a single hard photon. To estimate the effects of neglecting multiple photon radiation, KORALZ is used to generate a sample of e 'e ™ t+t-(ng) events. Then all photons, except for the one with the highest momentum transverse to the closer tau, are incorporated into the four-vectors of the other particles in such a way that all particles remain on mass shell [10] . Weights for various aT and dt are then computed by TTG using the modified four-vectors of the taus and the photon. Taking these weights in lieu of those computed using the previously described method, in which only events with a single hard photon are consid ered, has a negligible effect on the result of the fit.
Results
The systematic errors described above are com bined, assuming the different sources are uncorre lated, to yield the likelihoods shown in Fig. 3 . In the case of at, interference between SM and anomalous amplitudes leads to an asymmetric likelihood, while for dT the absence of interference at O(a) leads to a symmetric likelihood. The results are, at 0.004 " 0.027 " 0.023 (5) dt (0.0 " 1.5 " 1.3) X 10-16e • cm (6) where the first error is statistical and the second error is systematic. We also determine limits, including both the statistical and the systematic errors, of -0.052 -aT -0.058 and (-3.1 -dt -3.1) X 10-16e • cm at the 95% confidence level. These re sults are consistent with SM expectations and im prove on the previous upper limits [4] . 
